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.MAJOR DOUGLAS
AND ALBERTA·

As a number of Canadian papers have
been claiming that the duties of Major

Douglas are to provide a Social Credit. plan
to the Government of Alberta, it may be
advisable to state that the agreement of
Major Douglas with the Government of

'Alberta nowhere mentions the words "Social'
Credit" or the production of any plan.

The duties of Major Douglas are defined
in the following clause:

"The duties of Major Douglas as such
Principal Reconstruction Adviser to the
Government shall be to advise and give
directions upon all questions and problems of
or arising in relation to the present financial
and economic condition of the said Province
of Alberta and to advise and/or gIve direc-
tions upon any matters desired by the
Government relating thereto."

Readers of SOCIALCREDITwill not require
to be informed that the primary problem in
Alberta, as elsewhere, is to regain control,
for the individuals who make up the com-
munity, of the Financial Credit of which
they have 'been, dispossessed, and that this is
a question of strategy and not of a "Social
Credit Plan." A Plan for Alberta will be
produced when, and not until; it can be put
into successful operation. _

Major Douglas has issued the following
statement to the British and Canadian
press:-

"The statement that Major Douglas has

received approximately six thousand dollars
in respect of his appointment as Principal
Reconstruction Adviser is still incorrect and,
misleading as amended by the Provincial
Treasurer. He notices, however, that the
cost to Alberta of the advice on which its.
Budget has been constructed will be 655,000
dollars per annum to begin with, although
he .is .ready to believe that no direct charge
has been made for the advice.

"Prior to his .radio allnouncement of
Sunday last, Mr. Aberhart had presumably
received Major Douglas's letter of February
18 confirming his letters of October 29, 1935,
and December II, 1935, stating that the
appointment of Mr. Magor and his con-
tinued dealing with matters affecting the
finances and economic future of the
Province, constitut~d bot~ a ~anger to the
people of Alberta III then' aSpIratIOnS for a
reformed financial system and also a breach
of the Contract with ~himself as Principal
Reconstruction Adviser, and that he could
not be responsible for duties which it was
impossible under these circumstances to per-
form. Major Douglas has, therefore, given
notice to Mr. Aberhart of his intention to
terminate this Contract, for the reasons
given in those letters, but hasadded that he
is still at the disposal of any Administration,
either in Alberta or elsewhere, which intends
to take definite action towards the achieve-
ment of the aims of Social Credit.?"

A~:R'ETAlt"'t1t*DEW~$~-:~-4~~'~~;"'r:A"11N"G"'WXSTE." ,;'.
PROBLEM

FUTURE OF THE "SMALL"
MAN

Mr. Gilbert D. Shepherd, president of the
National Chamber of Trade, speaking at the
annual dinner of the London and Suburban
Traders' Federation on February II, said
that retailers did not favour legislation which
tended to create monopolies and destroy
individual enterprise. He was much con-
cerned at the recent activities of a vigorous
group of members who seemed to be com-
mitted to what they termed the planning of
industry.

* **
The sole purpose of the "planning" of

industry isrto limit output. The alternative
is to provide people with incomes sufficient
to buy the output it is proposed to .limit.
The future of the' small retailer depends on
National Dividends.

COMPENSATION
FOR SCRAPPED SPINDLES-

YES!
FOR SCRAPPED MEN-NO
Mr. Brown (Socialist) moved an amend-

ment before the Standing Committee which
is considering the Cotton Spinning Industry
Bill, 'requiring that the Spindles Board
should make provisions for compensating
operative cotton spinners who lose their
employment or are prevented from getting
employment tllrl;JUgh the action of the
Board's powers.

The amendment was defeated by 28 to
eight, and a fur~her amendment, to give
three months' notice or. three months' wages
to a displaced worker, was also lost.

We advise all those displaced by the
scrapped spindles to demand the wages of
the redundancy-to ask and insist on the
immediate distribution of their National
Dividends. That is better than compensation.
I
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A Reuter message from New York says
"New Deal" officials are preparing gigantic
operations under the new Farm Bill.

They declare 'that 50,000,000acres are now
producing commercial crops for which there
is no foreign,' market. The agricultural
authorities, it was said, are expected to work
towards "retiring" much of this land.

CHILDREN AND THE. FAMILY
UNDER "SOUND FINANCE",

Children Sacrificed to the God of Work
Great discussion has' arisen within the

Governing Body of the International Labour
Office as to whether or not it should be
officially regarded as good that the minimum
age of admission to employment, which is
now 14, should be raised to IS. _

It was emphasised that the proposal was
made to alleviate unemployment and not in
order to protect the health of the children,
Research, it was alleged, had shown that,
except in unhealthy or darigerous industries,
there was no harm in admitting children to
industrial employment at the age of 14.

When markets all over the world are sur-
feited, despite what is cruelly referred to as
a "hard core" of unemployment, one might
be excused for feeling indignant at the very
idea that children below the age of 21 should
have to work for a living at all. The sight
of little children', even younger than 14, pur-
veying milk and newspapers in the' early
hours of the morning, before wearily drag-
ging the!!lselves, half fed, to school is a
shame and a disgrace to Britain.

Prevention and Cure
"Mr. Julian Huxley has had the common-

sense to say that it is obviously against the
national interest that schoolchildren should
be refused free milk until they are manifestly
ill," says the News Chronicle. "Will anyone
really say that it is the duty of the State to.
give milk. to a sick child, but not to provide
the milk which would have prevented it ever
becoming a sick child?" ,

Nobody who thinks in terms of health and
happiness and not in terms of money would
really say it. But unhappily an enormous
number of people think money=figures in
ledgers-vis more important.

Argt,ling in real terms, not in terms of
cerebral hallucinations, why give milk only
to children who are going to be ill if they
don't get it? Why not give it to all children
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who want it? Heaven knows, there's plenty
of milk about. And why stop short at
children?' Why not let the mothers have'
some of it, and even the fathers?

And having got over the shock of distri-
buting milk free, why not go on with meat,
fish, eggs, butter and bread? And how about
clothing and other necessaries of life?

You see how dangerous it is to think. No
wonder "Sound Finance" takes good care.
that we don't.

The High Cost of Babies
"Up. to-date methods of contraception are

available," writes a News-Chronicle reader.
"By enforcing these there is every reason
to hope that farm- workers will be able to
live on ten shillings a week instead of the
ridiculously high wage of thirty shillings and
ninepence.

"Our Members of Parliament tell us that
every child is a liability to the State, and for
a farm .worker to load eleven liabilities on
the State is very unfair."

The fact is that Nature, as we are now
beginning to realise, does not understand the
principles of Sound Finance. Because every
child born into this world has to be housed,
fed, clothed, educated and so on,' and can'
.give nothing in return for at least the first
I7 or 18 years of his life, it is obvious
that Nature should see to it that he comes
into the world with some money in his hand,
otherwise he will be gettin.g something -for
nothing (which' is immoral). Finance, it is
true, immediately ties a label of debt round
the child's neck; but there is no chance 'of
his .paying any interest on it for many years
to come.' Besides, the child might' die
young.

;. Cruelty to Fathers
What it means to be unemployed in this'

enlightened country is shown by the: really
blood-curdling story of Mr. G. A; -Beynton,
an actor, who has written a" petition of·
protest to the King.

The letter says that his son, Tommie, is all.
he has left to remind him .ofhis dead wife.
When his wife lay dying he could not look
after the boy, and so allowed him to go to
an L.C.C. home at Ashford. Here he was
allowed to see him once a week.

But when his wife died, the L.C.C. decided
to adopt the boy under the' powers giveri.
them by the Poor Law Act. "I was told that
I was never to see him again," he wrote. "I
had committed no crime. When I protested
I was told that it was a decision of the L.C.C..
Public Assistance Committee. . I could not
believe that tliey could be so cruel."

He had committed no crime. No, but he
was unemployed, and could not find .a job,
which is .treated exactly like a. crime.
Millions, because they have no money. and
cannot earn any, are at the mercy of insti-
anions without a soul to be damned, or a
body to be kicked. These are the Disin-
herited. They have lost everything, even
their freedom, and it is mere hypocrisy to
talk about political democracy until we have
restored them to the status of human beings
by giving them National Dividends.

GETTING READY!
Estimates laid before the -:» National

Assembly by the Finance Minister of Turkey
for the 1936 budget show that 40 per cent.
is earmarked' for "national defence," a
measure accounted for by the necessity "to
meet 'the needs of the present international
situation."

FOR CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
The pamphlet "Social Credit" by' A.

Hamilton Mclntyre, reviewed' in our issue-
of February 21, is obtainable for 4d.. post
free from the offices of SOCIALCREDIT,I63A,'
Srrand.cLondon, W.C.2. .
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Banks Create Money
Immediate action by the Federal Reserve

system to reduce the "perilously high" excess
reserves of member banks was recently urged
by Mr. Winthrop Aldrich, chairman of the
Chase National Bank. Without such reduc-
tion, he said, there would be continual
danger of unbridled inflation. ,

The reserves of a bank consist of securities.
The market value of these securities and the
value at, which they stand in the books of
the bank may not be the same figure, the
latter may be a very small fraction of the
former, in which case the "excess reserves"
would be the difference between the two-a
difference which is sometimes called secret
reserves.

Reduction of the excess reserve-and con-
sequent deflation-would be brought about'
by the bank selling securities, for when a
bank sells it destroys the money received by
it for the security. To inflate, banks reverse
the process, they buy-securities, creating the
money with which they pay the seller, by
,the simple process of writing cheques upon
themselves.

Mr. Winthrop Aldrich confirms the fact
that bank purchases create money and bank
.sales destroy money.
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approaches economics, and has' generally
referred to his ideas in slightly petulant foot-
notes, In his latest book, which we shall be
reviewing when space permits, Major
Douglas is "promoted" to the text, but the
petulance is unabated.

Perhaps, therefore, the obvious malice
which permeates the article referred to above
is not surprising, although one might have
hoped for a higher level of controversial
integrity. Incidentally the style strongly
suggests a common production with the
Report of the Labour Party's Committee on
Social Credit.

Like that' report it will some day be a
literary curiosity of the period. Collectors
take note.

A Warning
If ever a warning came in time it is, pro-

vided by what is happening-indeed what
has happened-to the Townsend Plan in the
United States,

An article on page 28 of this issue paints a
vivid picture of the fate that has overtaken
this scheme for providing pensions to per-
sons over the age of sixty. The result
desired certainly was that a pension should
be issued to all persons above a certain age
without further qualification. ,The article
referred to shows how the method advocated
has been seized upon as of more importance
than the result desired in order to fog the
issue so that now the bill before Congress,
which is supposed to implement the Town-
send Plan, does not even demand the $200
originally specified.

How to be Sure

The Social Credit Secretariat Limited
is a non-party, non-class organisation
and it is neither connected with nor
does it support any particular political
party, Social Credit or otherwise.

Where There's a, Will
There's a Way

OF. all prover~s no?e is truer than that
. where there s a WIllthere's a way." Its

truth may be put to-the test and proved by
anyone.

In his historic speech at Buxton on the
Nature of Democracy; Major Douglas men-
tioned the "Right of Eminent Domain,"
which, as he expressed it, is simply "that if
any law or convention is operating in defiance
of the will of the people it will inevitably be
modified."

No conventions or laws can stand up, for
any length of time against the will of the
people. Major Douglas was particular to
point . out that "will'! does not mean
"intelligence."

It was on this that the Electoral Campaign
was founded. The Electoral Campaign has
been most carefully designed, and is being
most carefully directed, under Major
Douglas's eye, as the mechanism for realising
Social Credit.

Symptoms are not lacking to show that a
concerted mass attack is now in operation to
frustrate the aim of the Social Credit Move-

r ment, We note that while the Townsend
Plan was being subtly perverted, a "sound
financial expert" was appointed to advise the
Albertan Social Credit Government, and in
The. Alberta"!, whi.ch. professes to support
Social Credit pnnC1ples, a eulogy of
Australian "balanced budgets" and the work
of the "Commonwealth's Loan Council"
towards that end (with a keynote of strictest
economy) has appeared.

We do not say that the executives con-
cerned are aware of the design, or even the
fact, of the perversion, but all the same it
is becoming slowly apparent. ' .

The lesson the people of this country can
. . . . . learn is to leave technical methods alone,

. It ISnot a .new mechanism. It ISt.he exist- recognising that the elector as such should
mg mechanism of Democracy which had demand only th lai d si 1 esult of
b d

· d b h " " b e p am an SImpe resu t 0
ecome istorte , y t e party system ut a National D' I'd d ith t t .. .' , IV en , WI ou axanon or

which, .m tl~e form. of .the Electoral Cam- increased prices, and to re ard an thin less
paIgn, IS bemg rectified and brought back as betrayal I g Y g
into working order to carry out the will of' . '
the people. 'Alberta's Social Debit'" -

The. Electoral Campaign is a step-by-step Most of the papers have now given the
~ampaIgn, and those who volunteer to work story of heavy tax increases in Alberta,
It may not always be. able to foresee exactly including 'a 60 per cent. rise in the income
what the next step Willbe. tax. The Times of February 27 also reported

Nor need,' they-any more than soldiers that '
heed - see beyond the immediate task I . The retail merchants in Alberta are meeting to
allotted to them. In a voluntary army a' di~cuss ~he new Master Retail Code, in which
sense of duty of faith in its 'leader and pnce fixmg along the Tines of a "just price" is, h bi ' ! 1 advocated by the Social Credit Party. One
agreement on t e o JectIve are essenuai. feature of the proposals is the prohibition of the

The faith may be weak at first, but it gains sale of any article below its cost or "just" price,
strength as the soundness of the leadership It is quite possible, of course, that the
reveals itself in the capturing of strategic !eporter was misinformed, for this statement
positions. But the basis of fait!; is uns~ak- IS a travesty;-in fa~t th~ c?mplete inversion
able, and any who may from. time to time -of the SOCIalCredit principle known as the
be assailed with doubts, should remember Just (01: Compensated) Price. If true, how-
that where there's a will there's a way. /e-ver, th.e people of Alberta are to find that
Proverbs are founded on truth. th~ whips of previous governments were

The more widely a will-<>r desire-is held, mIld. compared to the scorpions of the Social
the stronger it becomes, and the more certain Credit Party.
it is to prevail. The importance of unanimity Yp ~o the prese:lt, although we hope that
in the expressi9n of a common will cannot this WIll not contmue, the Alberta .Gove~n-
be over-emphasised. Anything that tends to ment· h~s.been, to all appearances, vymg WIth
disrupt unanimity must be avoided, or pro- Mr. Philip ,Snowden, as Chancellor of the
gress to the point at which the will shall Exchequer m the first Labour Governm.ent,
prevail is slowed down. " for the laurel wreath of the perfect financiers'

The vast majority of people, when asked ag;~!. f .
whether they are in favour of a larger per- . IS,0 course, open to ~onJecture whether
sonal income, with absolute security (in short, this may ~ot be a magmficent me~hod of
a National Dividend) will say "yes." That demonstrating to the Albert~ £ublic, .once
. .'. and for all exactly what IS increasingly
IS the almost unanimous WIllof the people', .' .
and its fulfilment is possible thanks to the involved 111 the purSUIt of orthodox finance.
power of Social Credit (which is the belief of It may be r.emarked that l'.:'lr.~obert M~gor,
Society that it can get what it wants-a belief referred to 111 the same artIcl~ 1I1'The Tlm~s,
that can be based to-day on a knowledge of was reported ~n another occ~slOnt? have sa~d

., . he was not 111 favour of ImpOSIng drastic
the vast productive capaCIty of the machine). . . . .I financial penalties until the sprlllg

To obtain a working expression of that will .
'of the people it is necessary to place before
them just sufficient information to show that
National Dividends are possible. The obvious
facts of poverty amidst plenty have prepared
the way, and through the Electoral Cam-
paign the will of the people is finding ready
expression.

There is practical unanimity in the
demand for an end to be put to poverty; the
demand for National Dividends; and it will
be impossible to deceive, with any half-
way measure, those who make the demand,
because the result demanded is a simple one
on which everybody is capable of pro-
nouncing judgment.

From this it should be obvious that it is
unwise to confuse the clear' demand for a
simple and almost universal desire, with any
desire that is less universal, however, much
we may want it. Still less should it be con-
fused with any question of methods.

The Terrible 'Turk
One by one foreign markets are contract-

ing. Turkey is now going ahead with her
economic development. Two railways, built
at a cost of over £4,000,000 to serve mining
areas, have been opened, while a number of
factories, which cost an equivalent sum, have
been either finished or founded. '

The first of these two railways runs up to
the Black Sea coal basin of Zoungouldal. A
further sum of £800,000 is being spent on
laying additional lines through the coalfields
and providing modem mechanical transport
facilities from the pitheads. The output of
coal in Turkey has expanded considerably of
late and has led to coal exports on a fairly
big scale. These new railway developments
are expected to speed matters up.

The second railway opened is in Central
Anatolia. It taps the Ergari State copper
mine and a new chromium mine which has
been discovered.

Of the factories, one is to manufacture
Kamgara wool at Brusa. It will begin work-
ing in 1937 and will produce 3,000,000kilos
a year. Another is to produce rayon at
Ghemlik. This will have an annual' output
of 300,000 kilos, which is en~gh for home
consumption. The first bottle and glass
factory has been inaugurated at Pasha-
bagtche, while in two months' time the first
paper and cardboard factory in Turkey,
costing £500,000,will be working at Ismidt.

The struggle for foreign' markets gets
keener as the markets contract and the pro-
duction increases. This is the cause' of war
and "sound finance" intensifies it., Figures versus Facts

Our attention has been called to an article
entitled "Social Credit Up To Date" which
appeared last week in the New Statesman
and Nation, a weekly paper alleged to be the
unofficial organ of Mr. J. Maynard Keynes.

Mr. Keynes, who is chairman of the Pearl
Assurance, Company, is an academic econo-
mist with' a considerable reputation at
Cambridge for "brilliant unorthodoxy." Like
most of the scarcity-minded abstractionists
he is inclined to be impervious to facts when
these do not suit his theories, An instance
of this in his latest book is noted in the cur-
rent Journal of the Institute of Bankers.

His best-known floater was due to his
failure to grasp the great productiveness of
modern resources, for he prophesied after the
Treaty of Versailles that there would be a
great rise in the price of wheat on account
of the withdrawal of Russian wheat from the
world's markets. Of course, no such rise
took-place, in fact the production of wheat
outside of Russia has, as everybody knows,
been constantly in excess of effective demand.

Kittenish
Mr. Keynes has always disliked the prac-

tical manner in which Major Douglas

Left-Handed Generosity
The sneaking parsimony, of our economy

campaigners almost passes belief. Sometimes
it seems to take the form of immense pratl:-
tical jokes, in very bad taste. After all the
fuss, which ended in the miners getting an
extra two shillings-at the public's expense-
it seems as if they are to lose some of it at
the hands of the Unemployment Assistance
Board.

"Wherever there are unemployed mem-
bers in a miner's family," says the News
Chronicle, "a large portion of the recent wage
increases will be in practice appropriated by
the Unemployment Assistance Board in the
form of reduced benefits."

The same newspaper, shows how the
Government's tithe scheme will "help" the
farmers. One ,farmer in Suffolk now pays
£r76 a year in tithe. Under the proposed.
scheme he will pay £r44 a year into the
redemption fund-a saving on tithe of £32 a
year. But this relief will increase his
Schedule A income-tax ,assessment by a
similar amount-so he will pay £7 48;.more
income-tax.' There have been several dis-
traints on his farm in the past. Now, instead

SOCIAL CREDIT is the credit of
society. In a machine age it is

enough to provide plenty for all.
Do you want it? If so, say so.

(See back page.)

of having his stock-in-trade sold up by the
Church, he may be made bankrupt by the
State!- .Nearly all the forms of so-called relief
are just giving a little money with one hand
'and taking it away with the other. Nothing
can alter the situation for the better except
the distribution of National Dividends.

What Does a Consumer Look Like?
A deputation went to see the Board of

Education, taking with them a child. "What
have you brought this child here for?" asked
the officials of Whitehall. "Are you going
to show himthe sights of London?"

"Oh, no," said the deputation. "We have,
, brought him with us because we thought you
ought to know what' an ordinary human
child looks like."

Now that the ice is broken, another
deputation might like to visit Mr. Neville
Chamberlain, taking with them a man in
the street, so that the.Chancellor shall know
what an ordinary human consumer looks
like.

"When I look round the country," he said
recently, "when I study the figures which
are the signs and the index of what
the country is doing, I am really astonished
-I was almost going to say fnghtened-at
the extraordinary steadiness of the move-
ment of improvement ... Our exports are
going up at what, to us, is an astonishing
rate; employment gets higher and higher;
every month seems to make a new record."

Probably his head is so buried in figures
that he hasn't had a chance to look at a con-
sumer to see how he is getting on. One day,
however, he will wake up to the fact that
most consumers have votes and have learned
what to do with them.

Suspending Egg Tariffs
"Agricultural reorganisation commissions

report with monotonous and unenterprising
regularity in favour of restrictions upon
cheap foreign food," says the News-
Chronicle. It goes on to say that the eggs
and poultry commission is an exception in
one thing particular. It recommends that
the present .quoca on imports of eggs should
be suspended, for the time being. '

The reason seems to be' that Mr. 'Elliot
has given up trying to make eggs scarce and
so raising the price. According to reports
a desperate race is taking place between him
and the British hen. Mr. Elliot has been
clapping on import duties on foreign eggs
while the British hen has been laying eggs
faster and .Jaster, so that, instead of laying
only 1,000,000,000 eggs a year it now lays no
less than 3,000,000,00o-and all as the result
of scientific methods of poultry breeding.

It is much the same with milk and meat.
No sooner does Mr. Elliot do something to
encourage farmers at home than the market
is flooded with produce. There seems no
way out of the dilemma-except National
Dividends.

Why Leave Prison?
The Rev. John Cawley, formerly Chap-

lain of Dartmoor Prison, has been saying
that imprisonment is no longer a, deterrent
for a good many men. The reason is that
conditions are much more pleasant inside
and much more unpleasant outside.

Inside Dartmoor a prisoner is the object
of general solicitude. If he loses weight, he
is fed on special diet until he picks up
again. He is given only five hours' work a
day which, Mr. Cawley says, is hardly
enough to keep him in training for the
industrial work he will have to do in the
outside world. And if he has any sort of
grievance he has the right to demand a
personal interview with the governor.

Many old timers no longer" feel any
deprivation of liberty. "And in any case,"
says Mr. Cawley, "how much liberty would
they have if they were released?" ,

The consequence is that a good many are
no sooner discharged than they .take steps
to get sent back again. It is the same in
Pentonville Prison. Quite a number of "old
lags" make it their winter quarters.

Another Central Bank ,
While the people of Paraguay, and of

course of Bolivia, are licking their wounds,
exchanging prisoners of war, and doing the
other natural things which occupy' people
after a war is over, something is going on
while their backs are turned.

The provisional President of Paraguay has
ordered the establishment of a Central Bank
through which all foreign exchange opera-
tions must pass in future.

Bolivia also, if there has not been a
Central Bank already formed, will doubtless -
have this dubious pleasure in the near future.
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Sayings of A ~
PROFESSOR /)., ~( .\ ,~
PSHAW: '

THE ··SA VING TRUTH
By Charles Jones

"What Do You Require, Madam?"
'THE shop, fronted with iri~w- "Yes, thank you, sir," answered the
, white stone, was part of a graceful boy, and added with a grin, "My word,
block in the bazaar of one of the new boots are different from what they
towns. Its lines flowed into the general were. Mother used to buy me those
scheme of the' architectural pattern cheap, hard ones which always hurt
without any blatancy of form or colour. somewhere."
In the, window a few choice kinds of The salesman's eyes danced mer-
boots and shoes were exhibited among rily, as they used to when he got a full
ruffles of 'coloured satin, without price quota of signatures in the hard days
tickets. of 1936 when he was a worker in the

A woman, with a bright boy at her Electoral Campaign.
heels, passed through the door which "Oh! Those were the bad old
opened of itself as she crossed the days," he said. "You are growing up
porch, and closed gently when she and in a world which will soon leave the
her quick-eyed boy had entered. word 'cheap' out of the dictionary, and

"What do you require, madam?" a lot of hurts will disappear with it. By
enquired the eager salesman. the way, madam, shall we collect from

"I want a pair of summer boots for your banker ?'"
my boy, suitable for school wear. You ," If you will. I find it more
know what a schoolboy needs." convenient. "

"Yes, madam, we have several "Will you sign this voucher then,
qualities, all scientifically built, and please? The new price factor was
strong. I will show you." declared yesterday, as I expect you

. The woman smiled at her son, who have heard. The voucher is at one-
skipped after the salesman to the fitting quarter, five shillings." "
room. After a deft and rapid examina - "At one quarter! I didn't listen in
tion of the, boy's feet and a few last night as the engineers were fitting
measurements, the salesman went to our television service at news time.
his -shelves and selected two boxes. " But how wonderful everything is since

"This is an inexpensive line," said the People's Government went in. I
the salesman, opening a box, "and this don't understand it all yet. When do
is a hygienic model recently designed, you think this tremendous activity and
and certainly the most suitable." improvement will come to an end?"

The woman examined the second "Well, madam, the last two years
pair appraisingly. have made philosophers of most of us.

, "Shall we try them on?" asked the Despite the changes there is time to
salesman. ,~hink. I believe the activity will quite

" Please. " soon be a smooth routine of efficiency,
The boots were laced on, and the as it is in the distributive centres

,boy strode' about in them awhile, as already. Of course there is still a lot
self-conscious as a mannequin. ,', of junk and muddle to be cleared

"Comfortable, sonny?" enquired I generally, but improvement-well, it
the salesman. I is the vital impulse of mankind to pro-

FIGURES FACTSVERSUS
Major Douglas Reviews, the

Present Monetary System
(Concluded from page 19, of last week's issue)

A National Dividend the Solution

NOTHING is gained by introducing
ethical arguments into a situation like

.this. No machine listens to that sort of
thing. Returns from production must be
distributed, and a National Dividend is the
solution. Investors get dividends from
money which was originally a book entry;
why should not all members of the
community?

Under our present system the wealth of
the country increases only as debt increases.
We live under a debt economy, whereby our
only recourse is an impossibility and an
absurdity, that is to borrow ourselves out of
debt and into prosperity. Some die-hards
actually favour debt repudiation rather than
realistic reform of the money, system.
Apparently, they realise that the only terms
on which the game can continue to be
played is by the continuous breaking of its
major rules. Why not alter the rules?

With debt increasing as the fourth power
of the lapse of time, the world's debt struc-
ture absolutely cannot be reduced, and so
long as we continue on' that basis we must
continue to stagger along under an increas-
ing burden of debt and taxes without any
possibility of escape.

Cancellation
Some people say that Social Credit would

create money that would pile up and pile l!-P
and never be cancelled. But it is an extra-
ordinary- thing that they never complain
of a system under, which debt piles up and
piles up and is never cancelled. Now in my
view it is possible to effect a reform that
would work. If debt under the present
system increases as the fourth power of
elapsed time, it is possible to devise a system
in which money, representing the produced
wealth of the world, would increase in that

ratio and thus in time balance or distribute
the debt and place the world under a wealth
economy, as it should be, rather than under
a debt economy as we now have it. ,

The mechanism of Social Credit is simple
in its essence. Much of the debt of which
I have spoken is included in prices and ulti-
mately the prices charged for goods and
services must include all debt that is repaid,
for only with the recovery of prices from
the consuming public are the debts incurred
in providing the community with goods and
services able to be met. But if you create
fresh purchasing power, free from debt, you
may apply it to the reduction of prices.

There are some illustrations even to-day
of the application of that principle. In
England for some time goods and services
have been selling below cost, with payments
accruing to producers from two sources.
That is, things are sold to the community
below cost and the difference between finarr-
cial cost and actual selling prices is made up
by withdrawals from the accumulated
reserves of private individuals and of cor-
porations.
/ That cannot go on indefinitely, however,
with our present system, but it is the only
way manufacturers have found by which
they can dispose to the public of their wares,
owing to the chronic shortage of purchasing
power from which the community suffers.

What Social Credit Would Do
Under Social Credit, the source of the

latter payment is changed. It comes from
the source of national money, not as
borrowed funds, but as a legitimate pay-
ment by the state on behalf of the con-
sumers. Producers recover their full 'costs
and' consumers get satisfaction of their
wants at a price apparently below cost.

Another 'instance is the subsidies paid to

gress. We are free, but very, very far
from the limits of improvements yet-
perhaps there are no limits.'.'

"Yes, I think you are right, JJ said
the woman, reflectively. "It is all
beyond my understanding. I t just
seems as if we have all broken from a
prison. To me, the most amazing
thing amongst all this change is the
way people laugh. The streets are full
of laughter !"

The woman moved towards the
door.

,,I will send the boots to vou
through the Goods Clearing Centre,
madam, " said the salesman, following
her. '

"Clearing Centre?' Why, what is
that ?"

, 'The new delivery system. It pre-
vents ten vehicles going down one
street when one will do. But the boots
will De delivered to-day - the new
system saves mountains of labour ."

"I simply cannot keep pace with
things, ' , said the woman. ' 'Brains
make a better job of running the world
than money ever did. Shopping is full
of surprises. Thank you very much,
sir. Good day."

" Good day, madam."
The salesman went to his desk, to

resume a job he was engaged in before
his customer interrupted. He was
clearing out old catalogues and lists,
some of which dated as' far back as
1936. Underneath all he found a red-
bound manual, the pages of which he
turned inquisitively. It was the hand-
book of the "Salesman's Correspon-
dence College." "How to approach a
prospect," he read; and turned to the
far end, "The technique of closing a
sale successfully ."

He burst into laughter as he 'Slit it
in two and cast it into the waste basket.

(To be continued)

P SHAW, sir! all
very well for engi-

neers and scientists
and other Utopian
dreamers to t a I k
about these unpracti-
cal ideals, such as
plenty of food and
clothes for everybody,
but I do wish they
would face up to the
hard facts of £ s. d.,

Pshaw, sir! the only
way to solve the
Unemployment Pro·
blem is to put production on a paying basis,
sir; cut down staffs to a minimum, intro-
duce the latest machinery, eliminate waste
and-in a word, sir-rationalise!

Pshaw, sir! no one is allowed to starve
in this country! '
,Pshaw, sir! dammit, sir! will I. sign a

demand for the Abolition of Poverty?
Indeed no, sir! I shouldn't dream of such a
thing, It can't possibly be done without
breaking all the Laws of Economics! C,G,D, -:

:-. '~

A BISCUIT HAS BEEN SENT
To Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd, M.P., who denied,

in a debate on public building, that the
action of the Government concerning air
raid precautions represented a, policy of
despair. He called it a "policy of practical
common .sense." He takes one of this week's
biscuits, and it has been addressed to him
at the House of Commons.

To Mr. Chuter Ede, M.P., who explained
that "the great advantage of gas-warfare is
its cheapness," and he stated that being
gassed was a more comfortable way of being
put out than by a piece of shrapnel in the
back ("Daily Mirror," February 28). Mr.
Ede is a Socialist, M.P., and he is doubtless
worried by his constituents to "cure unem-
ployment," or in other words to provide
"work for all," but he favours gas-warfare
because of its cheapness, or "work for few."
He wins a biscuit, and it has been addressed

"to him at the House of Commons.
For saying at a public meeting in Liverpool

that if one-half the money spent on gambling
each year- were used in productive services
there would be no need for any to be unem-
ployed, Mr. R. J. Russell, M.P., deserves a
biscuit;- but for his announcement, "When
I have the privilege of introducing the bill
to prohibit football pools in the House of
Commons there is one thing which will
induce the House to pass that bill, and that
is the tone of this meeting," he has been sent
a real Spratt's Square special dog biscuit. 'the shipping companies in Great Britain and

the United States. These subsidies come from
taxes and loans and enable the companies
to sell their services below cost. Under
Social Credit the same situation would exist,
except that what is now a subsidy coming
from taxes would not require the imposition
of taxes.

Under Social Credit goods are to be sold
apparently below cost, with the state com-
pleting full payment of all costs, plus profit,
to the producer on behalf of the individual
purchaser.

The consumer is to receive a National;
Dividend, representing his share in the incre-
ment from the common heritage that has
accumulated to mankind from mechanical
inventions to facilitate and cheapen produc-
tion, and from the use of power devices
which reduce the amount of physical energy
required in productive enterprises.

Distinction Between Wealth and Debt
And, finally, capital costs would be pro-

vided in advance of the accrual of earnings
by the provision of almost costless loans to
industry with which to finance the construc-
tion and the equipment of plant, etc. These
loans would be repaid only at the annual
rate of deterioration or the rate of obso-
lescence. If the properties created, by
industry were not permitted to deteriorate
or did not become obsolete, the loans never
would be paid, the existence of the buildings
and their equipment being in themselves
evidence of positive wealth in the com-
munity, not as now, evidence of debt owed
to a private issuer of money.

With these conditions, we should have
a monetary system that would reflect
accurately in terms of financial figures
the growing abundance of real wealth in
the country. We should witness the
disappearance of depressions and the
elimination of the recurrent waves of
bankruptcies and mounting tax bills
at those periods when incomes are
falling.

Current theories of "the favourable trade
balance" merely mean that we give away to
other countries more real wealth than we
get in return. With increasing means of
production at home and diminishing mar-
kets abroad, the realisation of a favourable

trade balance is becoming progressively
more difficult. The result will be still
another war to secure market outlets for the
production of the great producing nations,
unless in the meantime our present financial
mechanism is replaced by a Social Credit
system of monetary administration.

What will happen after the next war I am
not prepared to say, except in one,particular.
Our present theory of a favourable trade
balance is merely a device further to en-
"trench the monopoly of credit'. It is a
monetary system, which, in an age of
change, has not changed for at least 200
years. But after the next war our present
financial system, with its repeated failures,
is one thing that will not survive. For that
reason I sincerely ask those who are adminis-
tering it to consider reasonable reforms
before it is too late.

(World copyright reserved)

CREEPING FASCISM
Mr. W. Paling (Socialist) asked the Secre-

tary for Mines whether the Government had
yet considered the whole position and powers
of the Coal Mines Reorganisation Commis-
sion. Captain Crookshank replied that it
had.

The Government, he went, on, was advised
that the compulsory powers which Parlia-
ment intended to confer upon the Commis-
sion were not inherent in the provisions of
Part II. of the Coal Mines Act, 1930, as those
provisions stand. It was, therefore, the
intention of the Government to introduce a
Bill at an early date to amend Part II. of
the Act so as to give the Commission effective
powers.

SOAP FROM COAL
A factory for the production of fatty acids

from coal has been inaugurated at Witten,
in the Ruhr district of Germany. The fat
thus obtained is to be used for the most part
in the manufacture of soap.' ,

Yet another example of the transformation
of matter, and a sign of the unlimited
capacity of production made possible by the
ingenuity of chemists and engineers.
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THE .OLD AGE MERRY-GO-ROUND
, pERHAPS no recent social phenomenon

in the United States is so well worth
study as the so-called Townsend movement
with its secret workings, for in them-if one
could see them-lies a key to some measure
of understanding of the forces, political,
economic and financial, that whirl and clash
as our capitalistic system enters upon its last
stage-permanent wholesale unemployment,
and social insecurity.

The monetary programme of, the Town-
. send Movement is embodied in the
McGroarty Bill. The financial mechanism
of this bill and the ecstatic arguments made
by its fanatical sponsors are paralleled in
history only by the Mississippi Bubble arid

'the Tulip Craze. Chief interest lies in the
ways and means by which the Long Beach
doctor and his collaborator, R. E. Clements,
have risen to a position where they can wield
a despotic political power over millions and
offer a threat to representative government.
A letter written to Dr. 'Townsend and
published in the Congressional Record
concludes:

" ... And incidentally, .he has stated that in
his opinion he has never seen a better racket
than the so-called Townsend racket, despite the
fact that he thinks that you really believe your-
self to be sincere. The best evidence of this, he
feels, is that .the co-founder and national secre-
tary, Mr. Clements, is a former real- estate shark
from Los Angeles, Calif." ,

One cannot delve very deeply into the
movement in California without being told
by the "wise ones" that back of this move-
ment is one of the most powerful and sinister
banking institutions in the State ..

The public is quite unaware of the fact
that what is called "Dr. Townsend's Plan,"
is not Dr. Townsend's plan nor are the so-
called Townsend Clubs organised on the
basis he suggests in his public talks. How-

_ever admirable his remarks-and some of
them offer a powerful idealistic appeal-c-they"
have practically nothing to do with the
organisation called the O.A.R.P. Ltd. (Old
Age Revolving Pensions Limited).

Some Pertinent Questions and Answers
Was the idea of, a revolving fund original

with Dr. Townsend? It was not. Was the
compulsory retirement, of the oldsters that
would benefit from a pension or annuity his,
inspiration? It was not. Is the McGroarty
Bill now being discussed in,Congress identical

,in principle and detail with the Townsend
'Plan outlined in the official literature of the
O.A.R.P. Ltd.? 'It is not. Was Dr. Town-
send the author of either of the bills intro-
duced by Rep. McGroarty into Congress?
He was not. Did Dr. Townsend directly
participate in the revision of Congressman
McGroarty's measure into its present form?
He did not. Have the members of the

'Townsend Clubs been informed of the fun-
damental changes made in the revision of
the legislative forms of the plan? They
have been informed that they would receive
up to $200, that amount being constantly

'emphasised by the speakers and organisers?
Does Dr: Townsend believe that persons

over 60 should receive at least $200 per
month? He does. Is not this belief, con-
.nary to the provisions of the McGroarty Bill?
It is, Does not Dr. Townsend proclaim his
belief in the power of Congress to coin
money and Control credit? He does. May
a member of the Townsend clubs be ruled
out of order for proposing such changes to
the McGroarty Bill? 'He may.

Can political control be exerted over the
movement from the outside? It can. Does

'the O.A.R.P. Ltd. pledge itself to support
candidates for' office who are in favour of
the plan? It does not. Can the organisa-
tion lend its support to candidates for public
office who are not in favour of the plan? It
can-and has.

May' a person be ruled off the floor of a
Townsend meeting for attacking the Con-
stitution .of the United States or criticising
the president? He may not. May he be
ruled off the floor by calling attention to the
fact that an authorised official does not
believe in the plan? He may. May he be
ruled off the floor for reading a quotation
from the Congressional Record? He may.

The Hidden Hand?
Students of Social Credit, of course,

would never be surprised by anything the
hidden hand of finance might be up to, and
in light of the foregoing facts, Social
Crediters would indeed be surprised to find
that "finance" had not gotten its hand well
into the O.A.R.P. Ltd.

There was a time when it looked as if the
Townsend Movement held a threat to the
credit monopoly, and would be one more
whip to be used in "driving the money-
changers from the temple. Indeed, Dr.

Does Finance manage the
Townsend movement? Why has
it ceased 'to fight the Money
Power? The following is ex-
tracted from a remarkable article
by Luther Whiteman and Samuel
L. Lewis published in "New
Democracy" by a Social Credit
leader and a former Townsend
Club worker. '

Townsend agreed that the Social Credit
mechanism would provide the best means of
raising the money for his pension plan, but.
later he reported that he had been advised
by one of his staff with, banking experience
to leave Social Credit strictly alone, as his
own original plan was so [ar superior.

The, doctor's original plan, however, must
have been frightening enough to the bankers
who believe that no money is good money
or sound money that is not borrowed from
them.

The initial fund was to be created through
the disbursement of Treasury checks, and
collected again into the Treasury by means
of a universal sales tax. This tax was then
estimated as probably not exceeding ten per'
cent., and would progressively fall as
National Recovery ensued. The original
plan of the doctor was offered primarily as a
National Recovery measure, and secondarily
as a method of affording social justice and
economic security to the ,aged, and so to their
dependents.

To quote from the Modern Crusader,
originally designated as the official organ of
the O.A.R.P.:

"According to the plan which we are advocat-
ing, a sales tax is to be placed on retail sales.
We do not believe the purchase of a home would
be designated as .a retail sale, and if it were not
there would be no tax on same."

In its early conception considerable elasticity
was' granted both as to the type of tax and
its practicable operative rate. But all of this
has since been changed and a universal
transaction tax of two per cent. (with certain
notable exceptions) substituted.

To the regret of monetary reformers, the
"government-creation-of-moneY'-plari" has.
long since been abandoned by the official
movement. .In the beginning advocates of
Social Credit in California welcomed the
Townsend Movement, and co-operated
with it. '

Doctor Townsend appeared to grasp the
concept of an "age of plenty." Despite the
fallacy of his financial arguments, he had
created a potential, if not an actual threat;
more terrifying than the technocrats, to the
financial masters.

To listen to a Townsend radio broadcast
in those days was much like listening to a
talk' on Social Credit so far as it touched
upon money, banking and credit. Social
Credit advocates were even in demand as
speakers before official Townsend meetings.
The 'Social Credit movement then had hopes
of a new ally.

,Social Credit Tabooed
The hopes have proved to be more than

vain. Social Credit and monetary reform
have been "tabooed" by "headquarters" in
official Townsend meetings. The original
McGroarty Bill was revised and the Treasury
appropriation deleted. The threat to the
money monopolist has passed.

The revised McGroarty bill (H.R. 7154)
provides for a universal transaction tax of
two per cent. instead of for a universal sales"
tax of ten per cent., this to be placed on' all
transactions other than any loan deposit,
withdrawal from deposit, hypothecation or
pledge of property or money.

It is this bill that is now touted up and
down the land by the Townsend leaders as
the Townsend- Plan Bill. But nowhere in
this bill does it state that $200 a month is to
be paid to anybody. As Representative
Gifford of Massachusetts says in his carefully
prepared speech of Jan uary 8 : '

"Nowhere does the amount $20o--except the
words 'not exceeding $200'-appear, and liberal
estimates show that even if the plan could work
the most that would be paid would probably
be not over $50 a person. And with this the
pensioner, as well as everyon~ else, would be
faced with prices increased 50 to 100 per cent."
Congressmilll Boileau of Wisconsin said:

" ... I want to predict that the use of a two
per cent, transaction tax as a means of raising
the money to pay this pension will ruin each
and every small business man in this country.
It would be impossible for the independent mer-
chant, for example, to compete with the chain-
store system, because the Independent merchant
buys his merchandise through a system that
requires many transactions, with the result that
there would be multiple taxes; whereas the chain-
store system has a more 'simplified system of dis-
tribution that avoids many transactions and
would have, a decided advantage over the

independent business man. ,The result would be
a tendency to avoid, transaction taxes through
combines, mergers and consolidations. Great cor-
porations would become larger and more power-
ful, and what business is still in the hands of
small industrial units would be forced to pool
their assets with others and thus form more
large industrial corporations. ..." ,

The unexplained mystery is, "What hap-
pened?" -And why do the official Townsend
spielers even now go over the air and in
the press, still promising $200 a month from
the legislation they have introduced? '

A completely new com'plexion has been
taken on by the organisation in recent
months. New leaders, new organisers, and
new dictators have appeared and the pioneer
workers have been summarily dismissed in
the great majority of instances. In San
Francisco, a none too successful or too highly
respected .business . man, E. J. Margett,
entered the Townsend movement in great
earnestness. He had heretofore been a poli-
tician in a small way and he came forward
with apparently liberal funds at his disposal.
A great stimulus was given to the recruiting
campaign in many counties in California
where earlier progress had been slow.

Liberal Funds and "Rigid Control"
From the headquarters ,in Los Angeles

word came that Margett was now State
Manager. Following upon the heels of his
appointment, a rigid control was .exercised
over speakers before the official clubs. Social
Crediters, monetary reformers and others,
hitherto welcomed and looked upon as valu-
able allies in fighting the "system," were now
taboo.

Why this change in attitude and policy?
~J this change from the original legisla-
tive programme? The answer of the "wise
ones" is that dictator E. J. Margett was
"backed" by a San Francisco bank I

The facts, it seemes to us, are that this
present propaganda readily serves two pur-
poses. ' First, to keep the minds of the
millions who have become interested in the
Townsend Movement away from the subject
of monetary control and Social Credit. This
is done by making such subjects taboo and
supplying in their place an economic and
financial system of distribution of potential
plenty (the knowledge of which _can't be
downed) based on ,taxes only. ,

, ,

, "..'The- "Sanctity," ,of- Taxation
Should it become convenient or necessary'

for the invisible government to inaugurate
a regime of balanced budgets with such

relief expenditures that must be made to
forestall revolution, what better preparation
for such, a programme than forty million
voters, obsessed with the, efficacy, holiness
and virtue of taxation? Millions taught to
believe in a two per cent. tax on most tran-
sactions, another ten per cent. income tax
and a steep inheritance tax, as their salvation,
are not going to be so squeamish about pay-
ing taxes to balance the budget when the
time for that comes.

Secondly, the Townsend, movement' puts
the politicians upon the hot griddle. Poli-
tical disturbances and upheavals are meat for
the financiers. Congressmen, torn between
their natural desire to keep their jobs, and
their commonsense knowledge of arithmetic
and economics, are .eompelled to give much
time to the Townsend Plan. In the first few
days of the present session more time was
given to its discussion than to any other
subject, even including the soldiers' bonus
and the 'president's messages. Threats of
this sort serve also to keep Congressmen's
minds away from credit and money reform.

In times of stress it would be natural
enough for our political leaders, seeing the
hocus-pocus in this plan, held as a club over
their heads, to stick strictly to orthodox

"finance and the status quo. Furthermore, a-
ridiculous scheme' has been masked as an
economic recovery measure, throwing a bane-
ful shadow over all well-thought-out plans,
and making it possible to ridicule any
'measure proposed as <l: recovery' measure
which purports to affect the financial system.

The press has taken the cue. The Alberta
experiment is called another "Townsend
scheme." Social Credit and the Townsend
Plan are lumped together.: Arguments
against the McGroarty Bill are trotted out
against the proposals of Major Douglas, as if
there is any fundamental similarity between
the two! '

If this were not enough, a new dog-fight
has recently been started on the Pacific
Coast to further confuse the minds of the
voters and to, create a political issue which
will attract their attention 'away from, mote
fundamental problems. An organisation
called The California Crusaders, Inc., is on
the air regularly, and is distributing litera-
ture as part of a campaign against the
Townsend Plan and other "crack-pot" move-
ments. The Crusaders seem well' financed
and there are those, who suspect that part
of their funds, at least, come from the same
or similar sources as has been intimatedthe
Townsend Movement has drawn from.' ,

The bedevilled voter 'is beIng askeat('i":take
sides for or against Townsend, just as he
was asked to take sides for 'or against
Prohibition.

INCEPTION OF LEAGUE
,~

OF NATIONSWE publish the fo_llowing communication,
which we have received from an unim-

peachable source, without comment and
because we feel that, whether it is correct or
not, the relationship between the Bank of
International Settlements and the Finance
Committee of the League of Nations in its
dealings, e.g., with Austria, as well as other
indisputable facts, make the matter one
upon which our readers should have an
opportunity' of exercising their individual
judgment.

We have suppressed the first portion of
Section 7 of the document which follows in
consideration of their reference to matters:
affecting a friendly nation, whose instinctive
action in repudiating- the decisions arrived
at in Paris was probably the finest tribute
to its national common sense. '

* **
The following statements can be almost

entirely substantiated by reference to
authentic documents, and there are persons
living who are prepared to give evidence of
the truth of those unsupported by written
or documentary evidence:--

(I) That some time before the end of the
war there was a conference in New
York of the elite of the hierarchy of
International Finance, composed almost
exclusively of Jews.

(2) That the conference decided to draft
the terms of a peace treaty--assuming
the defeat of Germany-which would
embody the demands and aspirations of
International Finance.

(3) That this was duly carried out, the
designer of the draft being the Jew,
Bronstein alias Trotsky.

(4) To secure the adoption of the terms of
the draft by the U.S. Government, the
agreement and sanction of two persons
were of primary importance:

(a) A Judge of the Supreme Court.
(b) The President of the United

States. -

(5) As things then stood, it was a certainty
that neither. or the above-mentioned
individuals would give their assent.

(6) It was decided to remove the former,
and by bringing pressure to bear on
the latter to secure the appointment ,of
a Judge of the Supreme Court, who
would not oppose the draft .

(7) ,·,",··" .. ·"·"··,· .. ··,, .. ·., ,, ,.,.1 ..
The letters remained" however, -and
were bought for the sum of roojeoo
dollars by, the International Financiers.
Armed with these they secured:

(a) The appointment of a Jew,
Brandeis, as a Judge of the

, Supreme Court. '
(b) .The complete acquiescence of the

'President to their demands.
(c) The presence of the President at

Treaty of Versailles, accompanied
by a staff who had been specially
selected for him by the Inter-
national Financiers.

The rest is a matter of history.

SECRET FINANCE
"Belgium must defend her independence

and peace," said M. van Zeeland, Premier,
in the Senate. "I am unable to reveal in
this place the grave elements which govern
my view, but I am convinced that we
must strengthen ourselves immediately,
diplomatically, financially and, chiefly,
militarily."-"Daily Express," February 5.
(Our italics.) -

TheMinister of Finance was asked at the
Chamber Commission on Finance by
deputies: "What is the amount of the loan
which France has promised Roumariia?"

,M. Regnier refused to answer.-"Daily
Express]' February 6. (Our italics.}

,NIKE NOUS NEXT WEEK
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SHOT AND SHELL

fortable+is perhaps the greatest obstacle
in the path of reform. Tens of thousands
of people may admit quite frankly that
things are extremely bad, and needlessly
so. They may even allow that it would
be quite possible to get them put right if i-~
only we combined and did something
about it.

But what then? The conviction has
only got as far as their heads. It cannot "
lead to. action unless it sinks into their
hearts as well. But something iu fhern
resists' the idea. If it touches their
emotions it will make them feel
thoroughly unsettled and uncomfortable.
Life is' difficult enough already. Besides,
what difference will it make if just they
do something? To be any good, millions
would have to, and this is very unlikely
to happen.

First the feeling "Oh, what a nuisance
to have to feel and do." Then the excuses,
so easily invented, to justify inaction!

Meanwhile, things all over the world go
from bad to worse. Economic distress
deepens, or is only alleviated by prepara-
tions for the next war, and the rumblings
of Armageddon are heard louder and
louder.

FROM time to time this journal has indigestion. We begin to feel uncom-
published harrowing accounts of fortable, and to get rid of this feeling we

suffering due to poverty and the label all emotional incidents as "sob-
inhumanities of finance-controlled law. stuff," and resent having our attention
These stories do not make very pleasant drawn to them. But this is as bad as
reading, and perhaps as a protest against avoiding unwholesome food by becoming
the uncomfortable feelings which have a hair-shirred ascetic. -
been aroused in them, readers have occa- There is all the difference in the world
sionally accused it of publishing "sob- between an emotional storx which is
stuff." unvarnished and true, and a coloured-up

This, brings me to the subject of account which appeals to false emotions. ,
emotion, about which we are almost as The. feelings aroused in each case are
much' in the dark as the early carto- quite different. The Gospels, for instance,
graphers were about the world. Most of are probably the most highly-emotional
what we call emotion is really pseudo- stories that have ever been written. Do
emotion-that is, sentimental, top-heavy they affect you in anything like the same
feelings aroused by false ideas, or those way as Hollywood drama?
which spring from crude, or trivial The ethic of Finance knows nothing of
stimuli, such as mob oratory, society normal feelings because it knows nothing
gossip, or the Sunday newspapers. For of normal men and women. The people
this reason, perhaps, the Public Schools inhabiting its world are Puritans, and the
teach us not to" express any emotions at emotions which it thrives upon are those
all, but to suppress them as discreditable of the Pharisees.
to well-bred Englishmen. But emotions of whatever sort are a

In our education there is little or no power. They are the motive force which
scientific training of the emotions. Con- propels us through life, the petrol of jhe
sequently our emotional development human machine. Our brains will lead us
seldom rises above a level corresponding nowhere unless our knowledge is coupled
to the mental development of a savage. with emotion. If we feel no emotion we
'This being so, the truth is usually shall allow things to remain exactly as

insufficient to stir us. Our ill-formed they are" just like the insect kingdom We. make too much of the head. It is
emotional apparatus demands sensational which never changes. one mstrument of cognition, certainly,
fiction to set it off. So the soap-box So against the false feeling of the but only one. yve can know things
orators, the Hollywood impresarios, the Pharisees it is necessary to arouse strong through the emotions, too, provided they
advertising specialists, the popular barris- feelings of sympathy for the oppressed, h~ve not been damaged too badly by
ters, the Fleet Street journalists, the anger and indignation against the oppres- misuse.
revivalist preachers, and many.others, all sors. .This is why we so o.ften publish , We can feel beyond any possibility of
proceed to ~lay the .truth, cook Its carcase, harrowmg accounts of suffenng. It may ~oubt that the present poverty in plenty
and serve It up WIth strongly-flavoured make you feel unco~fortabl.e t? read IS needless .and. outrageous, quite apart
sauces. . t~em, but t~e last thing this Journal from p-,:,ovmg.It by logical reasoning. I

Most people accept the collation as the WIshes to do IS to skate over unpleasant And this feeling, if it is sufficiently
g~nui?-e articles, and just stuff thems.elves facts .and l~ll. you to sleep. intens~, will force us to do something
WIth 'It. But a few of us get emotional ThIS unwillingness to be made uncorn- about It.

~~~~~~~Ml~~~~~H

JAPAN-AN OBJECT LESSON
THE growing band of men and women

who have awakened to the fact that
the peoples of many nations are suffering
from varieties of a .disease that has one
common origin, lack of purchasing power,
can see the symptoms crowding the pages of
their daily papers.

The latest evidence is the outbreak in
Japan, where we witnessed a disturbance,
unexpected by the majority of westerners,
but probably not so surprising to some of
their own elder statesmen.

It if, of course, quite normal for a large
percentage of occidentals to be very dissatis-
fied with the conditions that are imposed
upon them by their governments, and this
in spite of the fact that (nominally) they are
elected by free and secret ballot; in fact, one,
might almost say that we expect a propor-
tion to raise some objection to anythmg put
forward, either as a reform or as an innova-
tion.

But of late there has appeared a new note
in the various stories, and it is not missing
from the accounts ,that have "percolated

.rhrough from Japan. There is instantly
"imposed a severe press censorship"; in other
words, the truth is at once suppressed, and
only such details of the doings as suit a
certain section of society are allowed to
reach the majority of the outside world.

It is significant that one of the high
Japanese officials who was killed at once was
the Minister of Finance, Mr. Takahashi, in

Putting P.E.P.

connection with whose death one of our
popular journals writes: "Japan is believed
to, be denying his death for fear at financial
repercussions; and another is, Admiral Saito,
who "resigned office iri'I934 after a financial
scandal" (my italics).

In spite of very careful distribution of
these interesting items of news, it is not
diffic~lt to piece together at least one corner
of this foreign drama.

Taken with the assertion of some of the
leaders of the revolt, as reported, "the officers
concerned in the movement decided to rise
for the purpose of removing the corrupt
elements round the throne, who they con-
sidered should be charged with the crime of
destroying the national polity in co-operation
with the senior mihtary and financial
factions and the bureaucrats."

The Manchukuo adventures may even be
as little to the taste of the better elements in
Japan as the Abyssinian campaign is to' the
population of Italy,- but all are constrained
to do the bidding of international financial
interests for the ends of economic expansion,
rendered necessary by a faulty monetary
system.' A system, be it noted, which is as
foreign to Japan as it is to any country over
which its baneful influence has extended in
the last two hundred years.

In view of the determined efforts that are
being made by high finance and its minions
to level away all distinctions, sweep away
local boundaries, and establish a widespread, ,

nebulous, indeterminate internationalism,
very largely built up on international finance
(which is nominally for the good of the indi-
viduals that form a nation, but is in reality
much more with a view to reducing those
individuals to the condition of sheep in one:
fold) it is extremely interesting that this
latest flower of a strong and deep-rooted
nationalism has blossomed even in an
oriental country like Japan.

Practically all the revolutions, revolts,
uprisings and their respective repressions
during the last ten years or more are per-
meated with this sentiment of nationality"
no matter what other name may have been
giveh to them by press reporters.

Troubles in Ireland, Poland, Austria,
Greece, Czechoslovakia, Spain, have all got
this note of individualism, though it may be
guickly distorted by the universal controllers
of the daily press.

How accurately Major Douglas diagnosed
the canker that is eating out the heart of
modern governments when he wrote: "I have
come to the conclusion that we are witnes-
sing a gigantic attempt, directed from
sources that have no --' geographical
nationality, to dispossess a defective demo-
cracy, and to substitute a dictatorship of
finance for it. Ldo not think public men
necessarily agree with this, but I do not
think they struggle very hard against it.
They would not become public men if they
did."*

• "Warning Democracy," page 6z.

•Into Parliament FATE OF
CRAFTSMANSHIP

IT HAS NO PLACE UNDER
"SOUND FINANCE"

The Times of February 14 described a
"tiny but venerable industry, contributing
to the making of vinegar" carried on every
winter in Doles Wood, Hampshire.

Brewing malt vinegar is an old and con-
servative trade; several firms so engaged in
London to-day date back to the seventeenth
century. The brewing is a complicated
chemical process, during which the basic
liquor, the wash, as it is called, is passed
through an acetifier, a large vat in the bottom
of which are packed birch twigs to a depth
of about 3ft.

The sale of malt vinegar has been- heavily
hit of late years by the growing use of
synthetic acid vinegar, and the quantity of
birch twigs needed each winter has become
correspondingly smaller. Apart from this
factor, the cutting and bundling of the twigs
seems to be a vanishing craft.

Elsewhere we refer to an M.P. asking a be modified, to facilitate amalgamations, and
question about extra powers of compulsion the powers of the Reorganisation Commis-
now being arranged as a gift to the Coal sion to' compel amalgamations under Part II.
Mines Reorganisation Commission. of the Act should be strengthened if the

The Secretary for Mines, in replying, objective is not achieved in other ways.
stated that the Government was advised that As regards the unemployment inevitably
the powers required were not inherent in the occasioned by such a process, the report
provisions of Part II. of the Coal Mines Act, states: "It must be possible for coalowners
1930: He further stated that it was the to pursue a policy of concentration fearlessly
intention of Parliament to introduce a Bill in the knowled~e that the social problem
to amend the Act so as to give the Commis- created by the displacement of surplus labour
-sion effective powers. . is being adequately pro.vi~ed for."

We, draw the attention of our readers to We also report III this Issue that, though
Political and Economic Planning, 16 Queen compensation is being arranged for scrapped
Anne's Gate, S.W.l, in whose Report on the cotton spindles, it has been refused to the
British Coal Industry it is urged that the displaced men. (No doubt they are
raising of output per manshift and the pro- "adequately provided for." After all, what
gressive reductioh of production costs must are Means Tests for? Or police, or work-
proceed by concentration of output in the houses, or prisons and cemeteries, for that
more efficient mines and the further develop- matter?)
rnent of mechanisation. The point is, on whose authority is the

To aid this process, it is recommended that I' Political and Economic Planning reporting,
Part I. of the Coal Mines Act, 1930, should for whom is it planning, and for what?

Poland's public hangman has hanged
himself, leaving a note in which he Said:
"Since there are no more hangings, life has
no more interest for me, and I cannot stand
hunger."-"Daily Express," February 4.

* * *
Mr. Registrar Friend said of a mothei

with 13 children and 54s. 6d. per week: "If
I had my hat on, I would take it off to you.
I don't know how you do it." - "Evening
News," February 4.

Destructions of Brazilian coffee continue on
a reduced scale, amounting only to 552,000
bags between July I and December IS last,
and bringing the total since destructions
were started to 35,673,000 bags. - From a
broker's market report.

* * *
The number of agricultural workers in

the' country decreased from 715,546 to
672,100 in 1935. - Mr. Thomas Baxter,
Chariman of the Milk Marketing Board,
"Daily Mail," February 4. ,

* * *
Mr. T. Baxter could not say how a milk

farmer could make a living, raise a family.
and do justice to them, on less than 2!hd.
per gallon. He felt sure the milk farmer
to-day was not getting anything approach-
ing 2Yzd.-"Daily Mail," February 4.

* * * .

A survey of 257,421 houses in Glasgow
'showed 100442families living more than one
family per room. Sixty per cent. of the
working class were found to be living in one
or two apartments.

Seventy thousand houses are needed to
alleviate overcrowding, but 6,000 is the maxi-
mum that can be built yearly. - "Daily
Worker," February 6, 1936.

* * *
"I had made up my mind, rather than go

through another seven years of misery, I
would spend the remaining years of my
life in gaol," said a 68-year-old man, given
three years for forging P.O. Savings Bank
books.-"Evening News," February 4.

* * *
The coastguard service has suffered in.

recent economy campaigns. It is feared
that the lives of many seamen are being
needlessly sacrificed along Britain's coasts.
"It is a choice between lives and money. If
the fears are proved true, then it means
that seamen's lives are being sacrificed to
economy."-"Daily Mirror," February 7.

* * *

* * *
Unemployment in building trade increas-

ing. In 1933-1790778; in 1934-164,989; in
1935-239,558.-"Morning Post," February 4.,

* * *~
The Bacon Development Board has

refused 26 applications for licences for new
bacon factories. Existing curing capacity,
it is stated, is already f~r in excess of avail-
able supplies of pigs.-"Daily Herald,"
January 15.

* * *
In America, under A.A.A., 6,000,000

surplus pigs were slaughtered and thrown
away.-((Daily Express," January 7.

* * *
The 50,000 k.w. extension of the

Lancashire Electric Light and Power Co.,
Ltd., will be running by August next, and
plans are on foot to add a further 50,000
k.w. set at once. There had been a definite
improvement in efficiency, and a consequent
reduction in coal burned per unit.-((Daily
Telegraph," February 21.

.,......................................................•
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TO "PUBLICITY," SOCIAL CREDIT,
163A,STRAND, W.C.z.

Send me particulars of the little TASK OF
HONOUR referred to overleaf. I want
to help.
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j Constitution of the Executive Board
The correct functions of the Executive

Board can be clearly defined. The principle
involved is individual responsibility for col-
lective actions, as opposed to the more usual
idea of collective responsibility for individual
actions, which is a device for evading respon-
sibility.
, It is not possible for a board, as such, to

take decisions Individuals take decisions
while the board provides the opportunity for
these individuals to show that their decisions
do not clash with the decisions of other
members.

Any attempt to use a board or commit-
tee for the purpose of taking decisions is
attended by certain inevitable results; either
the decisions are those of one man who can
void his responsibility on to the board as
such, or else, since it is always possible to
disagree with another's decision, meetings
develop into an interminable discussion, and
the tendency is for members to take only
the kind of decision with which they expect
the least disagreement.

The Executive Board of the Social Credit
Secretariat can best be pictured either as a
cabinet in which each member is the minis-
ter for a particular function, or as an
American type of business organisation with
a president, and a number of vice-presidents
each in' sole charge of a department.

It is, therefore, desirable that members of
the Board should refrain, as far as possible,
from opposing the decisions of their col-
leagues, except in so far as these clash with
the work of their own department, and it is
vitally necessary' that no member of the
Board should be regarded as representing
the Secretariat except in respect of the func-
tions for which he is responsible.

Each member of the Board should, there-
fore, refer all questions, criticisms or sugges-
tions, not related to his own department, to
the member responsible for the function
concerned.

Functions of M~mbers of the Board
The following statement of the functions

of members of the Executive Board is in
outline only. Each head of a department
will be responsible for co-operation with
other departments, and should any gaps or
any over-lapping appear between depart-
ments, the Directors concerned should con-
sult as to how to adjust them, and place
their agreed decisions before the Chairman.

CHAIRMAN.-Decisions of policy and
strategy. Decisions of administration or
tactics in case of dispute only. To act as
consultant. To have power of veto, and
power to request resignation of any member
of the Board.

DIRECTOR OF REVENUE.-Responsible
to Chairman and Executive Board for seeing
: ••••••••••••••••• 1D ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

,~TO EVERY READER
• YOU CAN do something to help the

cause for which this paper stands-
if you will,

Unless you live alone on a desert island,
there is at this moment a special little
task that only YOU can do-w'<!iting to
be done.

A simple easy little job which will have
far-reaching effects of great importance to
the Movement, '

FIVE MINUTES EACH DAY FOR A
, WEEK WILL SEE IT THROUGH.

Will you tTY it?
If you mean business - volunteer. NOW
for the TASK OF HONOUR - contribute
freely and willingly a little time and effort
towards laying the foundations of the
SOCIAL CREDIT STATE in which the
rule of fear and want will be banished for
ever.

Don't delay-fill in your name and address
overleaf, fix a }'id. stamp, cut out and
post in an unsealed envelope bearing }'id.
stamp to "PUBLICITY," SOCIALCREDIT, I63A,
STRAND,W,C.'1.. .

~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ii••••••• :

ACTIVE SERVICE
IN SOUTH AND NORTH

30 miles by mail bus, then cycled with half
a hundredweight of papers on his back for
100 miles, leaving forms for distribution with
private persons and merchants, and returned
40 miles by short route. One man did this,
ably backed up by strong groups of
Northerners, and without any support from
the few moneyed class!

ON Thursday last week members of the
National Dividend Club listened to a

moving appeal for workers by Mr. H. Dixon,
Organiser for East London. Mr. Dixon
recounted the experiences of Campaigners
in his area. He gave figures showing the
results obtained in cross sections of the com-
munity, and described the tactics he adopted.
An attentive audience filled the room, and
it was noticed that many visitors were
present. Visitors are welcomed at all pub-
lic meetings of the Club, and questions are
invited.

Oh, For Just 5,000 of Them!
Workers, small land-holders and crofters,

scraped together what few pence they could
in a district where pence are really few, and
it is these men who are showing us how the
Campaign can be worked.

They have worked to such effect that there
is nothing more to do in some parishes but
to wield the big stick. They have collected
all the pledges they can; they hold the
balance of power now; and they have the
interested support of influential voters. Now
they are in correspondence with their M.P.
and they are wasting neither p~per nor
breath in asking him highly technical ques-
tions only a Social Crediter can answer, but
they are dealing with him as their servant
or agent. These men need gifts of papers
and forms. If the Old School Tie' can get
support for a "lone wolf" in an East Anglian
town, will not the Old Tartan Tie send sup-
port to the Northern Island parishes? What
about those books and pamphlets stored
away for future references which are never
made? Good use can be made of them.

Practical Queries
Questioners asked for information as to

experiences of canvassers for the Electoral
Campaign at large boarding houses, one-
room flatlets, and other similar properties.
It would be instructive if those who have
had practical experience of this class of pro-
perty would send in reports.

Satisfying Doubters
Another question was: "Bearing in mind,

the inevitability of war, will it be possible
to get sufficient signatures before war
comes?" The answer is, of course, that if
they all will help with the collection of
pledges, there is no doubt that we shall
collect sufficient to hold the Big Stick over
Parliament, and it is a mathematical fact
that we are as near National Dividends and
the Abolition of Poverty, which is what
everyone wants, as 5,000 workers putting in
two nights a week for six months. VVidespread Movennent

Weekly report cards have come in from
a number of places. In 49 hours GATES-
HEAD collected 409 pledges. VENTNOR
gets ,68 in 30 hours. A "lone wolf" in
BLACKPOOL obtained 74 pledges in one
week, and in FOREST HALL AND BEN-
TON the ball has been set rolling. LIVER-
POOL wins 800 pledges in 60 hours.

T.H.S.

FROM THE FAR NORTH
An Example to All

Heavy rains have not impeded Electoral
Campaign workers in the far north of the
British Isles, and the voters have been sign-
ing forms in good numbers. The Super-
visor of what is the nearest Campaign Group
to the North Pole took his cycle and papers

that a flow of funds sufficient to meet the
requirements of the Social Credit Secretariat
is maintained.

TREASURER. - Responsible to the
Director of Revenue for budget of estimated
expenditure, .and of revenue required; for
audited accounts of all funds received and
disbursed; and for payment or non-payment
of all accounts.

ASSISTANT TREASURER.-Responsible
to Treasurer for keeping accounts, and to
handle general correspondence of the
Treasurer. To maintain contact with the
Secretary and with the Editor and Business
Manager of SOCIALCREDIT. To inform the
Director of Revenue of the state of subscrip-
tions.

the training 'of speakers and for decisions in
relation'to propagandist activities.

DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL RELA-
TIONS.-Responsible to Chairman and
Executive Board for absence of friction in
the Movement, and between Groups and the
Social Credit Secretariat.

DIRECTOR OF ORGANISATION.-
Responsible to Chairman and Executive
Board for the organisational structure of the
Social Credit Secretariat and of the Move-
ment in relation to it. To act as consultant
in regard to questions of personnel.

DIRECTOR OF OVERSEAS RELA-
TIONS.-Responsible to Chairman and
Executive, Board for maintaining contact
with Social Credit activities overseas, and
for obtaining information and co-operation
from individuals and organisations overseas

DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS.-
Responsible to Chairman and Executive
Board for production and circulation of the
official organ, and any other official publi-
cations in accordance with policy; for rela-
tions with all other Social Credit publications,
and for literature department.

From the Chairman
In the new Executive Board the names of

two former directors are missing and two
new names appear. In welcoming Mr.
Hewlett Edwards and Major Thomson, t
should like at the same time to express the
appreciation of the other directors and
myself of the good work done by Mr. Laub
and Lt.-Col. Wylde during a difficult year
of office. C. H. DOUGLAS,

Chairman

DIRECTOR OF ELECTORAL CAM-
PAIGN.-Responsible to Chairman and
Executive Board for the conduct of the
Electoral Campaign. The business of this
department has precedence over all other
business, both at the office of the Social
Credit Secretariat and in the official organ
SOCIALCREDIT,and as between the Secretariat
and Groups, etc.

DIRECTOR OF EXTERNAL RELA-
TIONS.-Responsible to Chairman and
Executive Board for the establishment, when
required, of direct relations with the B.B.C.,
the Press, other organisations, the Church,
etc.

DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION.-
Responsible to Chairman and Executive
Board for the correct information to the
public and members of the Social Credit
Movement on all aspects of Social Credit; for

WANTED!
Munition Workers!

EVERY fighter in the war against poverty, every speaker, writer, and Electoral
Campaign worker, needs reliable ammunition in the shape of authoritative

information about what is happening in industry, politics. and finance.

WE want workers who will undertake to scrutinise newspapers, magazines.
etc .• for items of iflterest. Volunteers are required especially for trade,

professional, and technical journals, magazines, and reviews.

IFyou can do this, write to Mr. T. L. Mawson. Sea Breeze, La Moye, Jersey.
C.I.. of the Jersey Douglas Social Credit Association, which is undertaking this

work. for particulars, and tell him to which journals you already subscribe.

I SECRETARIAT
HAVE YOU APPLIED YET? Please read the

notice below addressed TO EVERY READER.
It applies specially to you.

How To Get What You Want.-Specially written
by G. W. L. Day and G. F. Powell to bring home
to electors their responsibilities and their powers.
This 2d. pamphlet will serve as a very powerful
education in Social Dynamics, simply and racily
written.

Price to Affiliated Groups in minimum lots of
one gross (144): one penny each, smaller orders at
IS 6d. a dozen, carriage paid. Retail price of
single copies, zd, ,

A Christian's Resolutions for 1936.-Reprints of
page 171 of SOCIALCREDIT for January 10, contain-
ing the Dean of Canterbury'S New Year article 'is
available at IS. ad. a hundred, postage ,extra.

A PERSONAL SERVICE.

SHIRTS
Made to your Measure

'1.5 per ,cent. less than Retail Price.

OU R SPECIALITY
Superfine "DE LUXE" Poplin

(Sea Island Cotton Weft)
Shirt and 2 Coliit's

16/9

Other Qualities
(Egyptian Cotton)

13/9, 11/9, 10/-, 8/-.

All Shirtings Fully Shrunk.
Guaranteed High Grade.

New Season's Designs.

ALSO PYJAMAS
10/6, 15/6.

Send P,C. to the Makers for
Patterns and Measurement Form

THE BINGLEY TEXTILE Co. Ltd.
BINGLEY. YORKS.

Trade enquiries solicited,

ELECTORS' LEAFLETS
Demand National Dividends

Leaflet No.4
For Recruiting.-Contains a s~ace

for address of local group or superVIsor.
For distribution at meetings, or delivery
by post or from door to door after
collecting signed demand forma.
6•. for 1,000 (postage 9d.); 38. for 500 (postage

9d.); IS. 6d. for '1.50 (postage .old.); 7d. for
100 (postage '1.d,).

Leaflet No. 5
Elector's Demand and Under-

taking.- The instrument of the Elec-
toral Campaign, in purple on orange
or purple on white.
(Post free) 78. 6d. for 1,000; 48. for 500;

IS. for 100.

Leaflet No.6
For Personal and Business

Friends.-Not suitable for the house-
to-house canvass, but for use in offices,
factories, or by travellers, or at parties.
Space for 24 sIgnatures.
(Carriage extra) '1.7S.6d. for 1,000; 38. for 100;

IS. 6d. for 50; 9d. for '1.5.

Leaflet No. 7
F or Getting VVorkers and Funds.
A cheap give-away leaflet which

should attract buyers of the ad, pam-
phlet "How to Get What You Want."
(Post free) 38. for 1,000 (in lots of 1,000);

smaller quantities at IS. 6d. for '1.50.

The Dean of Canterbury's Forms.
Combined letter and pledge form.

6s. 6d. a thousand, post free.

Obtainable from the offices of SocIAL
CREDIT, 16:;A, Strand, London, W,C.'1..

(POVERTY ENDSJ
CAR SIGNS

Suitable for sticking on the back-windows
of motor cars, the slogans shown above
and below, printed in black or red, ready
gummed on the face, are available from

Publications Dept. SOCIAL CREDIT,
163A Strand, W.C.2, 6d. a set, post free.

lWITH NATIONAL DIVIDENDS I
PORTRAIT OF

MAJOR DOUGLAS,
Reproductions of the portrait of Major

Douglas which appeared in SOCIAL CREDIT
for November 29 issue are now ready •.

Prices are as follow:-
Postcards ... ... 2d. each, postage !d.
Cabinet size. unmounted Is. .. OJ I !d.

OJ OJ mounted Is.6d. OJ OJ 2d.
Quantities of one dozen or more post free.
Group Revenue Supervisors and overseas

readers may obtain supplies for re-sale at a
special discount of twenty-five per cent. on all
orders for one dozen or more of anyone size.

Orders accompanied by remittances should be
sent to SOCIAL CREDIT. I63A. Strand. London.
W.C.2 •
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IMMACULATE USED CARS

Catford Area
It is proposed to start an Electoral Cam-

paign Group in the Grove Park, Catford area,
and I should be glad if anyone interested
would get into touch with me.

L. B. HIGGINS,
119 Ridgeway Drive,

Bromley, Kent

Israel and Social Credit
I do hope that Mr. Reginald Cox will write

no more letters linking' the name of Social
Credit with the cult of British Israel.

Social Credit, as I see it, rests upon hard,
honest, critical thinking, and I can imagine
nothing more disastrous than for it to "get
about" that it receives the support of British
Israelites, who are using it for yet another
ingenious attempt to extract justification
from the Bible for a belief as unfounded as
is the "Aryan" faith of modern Germany.

Denmark Hill C.G.D.

the Sunday Express and looking for another
paper that is more liberal in its views.

The Daily Express also is apathetic. Per-
haps if every Social Crediter reading the
Daily Express would change to the News
Chronicle, or the Daily Herald if they wish,
Lord Beaverbrook might find something in
Social Credit that would interest him. The
boycott is the most effective weapon in the
Social Credit armoury and should now be
used.

Social 'Credit has gone beyond the
academic field and effective use of existing
weapons must be made if the movement is
to have effect.

Birmingham
[The enclosure is an admirably clear and apt

pointer to So~ial~redit as the way.. out of con-
ditions that glve nse to such tragedies as that 111
Japan Iast week-c-Ed.]

New Readers of "Social Credit"
I have interested quite a few prospective

• readers, but they all have one criticism-and
~ress Cutting Bureau it applies to all, in my opinion, who pick up

The replies to my recent appeal on behalf your paper for the first time, and may cause
of the Press Cutting Bureau' have proved them not to read it again-it contains little
very interesting in s~lO~ing what newspapers for the newcomer, for the chance reader. He
are read by the. thmkm.g members of. ~he is left wondering what it is all about.
community. I will refr~m fron~ advertising Could, one column be "permanently allo-
the most popular, but It. astomshed me to cated to an elementary exposition of the aims
find that no Social Credlte: (oh, ~hades?f of the movement-something to stimulate
Northcliffe!) reads the Dazly. Mail. Will interest, ending by a suggestion to send for
some lover ~f .good .cle~n British fun volun- an elementary book, preferably named?
teer to scrunrnse thls, Journal? Alternatively, could every copy have an

Scrutineers are also req~lred for the insert on similar lines? Regulars could pass
Scottish and North-East English papers. it on.

T. L. MAWSON Bingley A. FLEMING
[Seenotice on page 30,-Ed,] [We should welcomefrom readers short articles

• • meeting the requirements suggested by Mr.
An Appreciation Fleming for publication in socrxr,CREDIT.These

Herewith a postal order for 5S.for as many articles should not exceed 500 words in length.-
of the current SOCIALCREDIT as possible. Ed.]
Although I have not heard. all yet, the first A Canvassing Experiment Succeeds
half is so fine that I am gomg to broad~ast Concerning the remarks contained under
it. I shall not have the pleasure of heanng "Active Service" in last week's issue of SOCIAL
Major Douglas next Saturday. To get there CREDITregarding the distribution of the
and back by taxi would cost nearly lOS. My Dean of Canterbury's New Year Resolution
practical mind tells me that money wo~ld leaflet, it may interest some canvassers to
be more useful spent on :'broadcas.tmg know that two of us hit upon the idea of
SOCIALCREDIT."I would other.wlse have hked attaching this leaflet (by means of a paper
to pay him the respect. of bemg present-as fastener, not a pin) to the Elector's Demand
it is I must hear about It later. and Undertaking, placing both in an
London, N.W.8. ETHELBIRNSTINGLunsealed foolscap envelope and handing in

[The fact that this letter was written by a blind at each house called upon.
lady adds to its value to us.-Ed,] 'This week's result: 83.3 per cent. and 84.62

'A Ch 11 per cent. respectively of pledges signed, with
, a enge _ leaflet and fastener returned with signed

. May I attempt to spur <:myour readers pledge in envelope; new pledge forms only
III Englan~ to mcrease ~helr efforts to get required to be inserted in envelopes.
new subscnbers to your Journal? -All I ask
. th t they get ahead of this Californian town Freshwater, LW. Two ISLEOFWIGHTER,S
lS a SOh' k' . f 1 "Nill per capita sales of SOCIALCREDIT.Here we P... -;- u~ t lS wee. s pnze re ~sa : 0,
receive at least six copies which figures one I am t gomg to slgn. These ere cattle
copy to every four or five hundred souls. Are destroyed is the result of swine fever."
your English Social Crediters. there ~onte~t [Results,certair;tlyjustify this experiment. . It
to lag behind far-away foreigners in this t1 would1:Jemterestm&to see what happens by usmg

, the same method with LeafletNO.7 (see page 30),respect? I trust not. Then ev~ry town, get to be followedup with salesof "How to Get What
busy! London alone needs to Increase sales 'You Want," as a meansof raising funds.c-Ed.]
to about 14,000 to tie with us and for the
country as a whole the circulation must I WI' d h f II . f h. , .' e lave receive teo OWIng rom t emcrease to nearly 100,000 before we will N W L d S' I C di A ..' .
know you are in the running. Are you .. on on ocia re It ssociation :
game?

Carmel, California

-:::: RIGHT
--

-~

--
KLEEN
BLADES

ERNEST SUTTON, LTD.

Fellow "Social Crediters,"

Will you please compare the prices of these cars with anything offering
elsewhere. It is in your own interest to do so:-

1934 Austin 10 h.p. Tourer, faultless condition. [89·
1935 Morris 10/4 Saloon de Luxe, 9,000 miles. [ll5·
1935 Morris 12/4 Saloon de Luxe, 7,000 miles. [125.
1931 Morris Oxford Sunshine Saloon. [35.
1935 Vauxhall 14 h.p. Saloon de Luxe, [145·
1935 Austin 18 h.p. York Saloon de Luxe, [195·
1930 Buick fixed head Coupe, [45·
1935 20/70 Hillman Saloon, 7,000 miles, [I 85·
1934 31> litre Bentley Special Park Ward Saloon, [975·
1934 Ulster Imp Riley, 9 h.p. Offers wanted.
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THE FORM BELOW CAN BE USED TO RECRUIT A NEW READER
GET THAT FRIEND OF YOURS TO SIGN ONE OF THEM
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§ §
§ To Mr..... ,....................................... Send SOCIAL CREDIT to §

~ Please supply me weekly with a Name :......... ~
§ copy of SOCIAL CREDIT. §
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§ Name.............................................. §

~ , Address For 12 months I enclose lOs. ~
§ For 6 months I enclose 55. §
§ Fill, in this and hand it to your Post this to SOCIAL CREDIT. §
§ Local Newsagent. 163A. Strand, London. W.C.2. §
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E. J. ATTER
MASS ATTACK

\Ve believe that we should concentrate on
shock methods and all unite to attack at a
given point on an agreed signal.
This theory can be put into practice in

many ways, and the National Dividend Club
was bang on the target immediately a
scheme was outlined whereby huge meetings
could be held in various strategic centres of
London if all combined to support each in
turn. In fact' members vied with' one
another in quickness to sign the undertaking
produced below.

In North-West London we propose to act
boldly and swiftly (relying on South, East
and West to back us as we will them in
turn) by taking a theatre with seating accom-
modation of 2,500 and spending up to [200
(possible only by the guarantee to sell tickets)
on flooding the whole area.

Londoners-and others who may so wish
-will you join the shock troops in this
method of mass attack? If so, kindly write
out a chit as below and post at once.
To the Secretary,
N.W. London Social Credit Association,
70 Addison Way, N.W.l I. .

I promise to pay , , shillings
to the N.W. London Social Credit Associa-
tion, or self tickets to that value, for a
meeting shortly to be held in a London
theatre.

Signature "' ,.,", ,"", ,""', .. ,.,, .. ,"
Address .. , "", .. ,",."., .. , ,',., .. ,.... ".

Press Pressure
May I enter the lists of newspaper

controversy?
In Birmingham I have found a ready

response from the Birmingham Gazette and
the Evening Destatch to publish Social
Credit letters provided they are sufficiently
interesting. The Birmingham Mail has on
occasion published similar letters but is not
so favourably disposed to Social Credit as the
first mentioned papers.

I enclose for your perusal a letter published
last week. There is no attempt to elucidate
method, I merely had the golden opportunity
of replying to a leader on the assassinations

'in Japan.
After some years of free-lance journalism

I am convinced that long dissertations on
academic points will not be considered.
Many Social Crediters are probably not
aware that space is limited, for instance, and
also that editors would like to publish parts
of a letter but refrain because the publication
might injure the whole context. Letters
should be short and snappy and completely
to the point.

Again, if every Social Crediter would bom-
bard the editors when opportunity presents
itself, some letters would be published. Once
the editor knows there is an extensive public
interest in a subject it is to his advantage to
"push" it.

Further, if every Social Crediter would
start boycotting those papers refusing to
publish articles or letters on Social Credit,
the newspapers would soon find it within
their powers to allow some notes into their
columns. For instance, the Sunday Express
appears to be hostile to Social Credit. I for
one, therefore, am cancelling my order' for

* * *
In support of the above, the Supervisor of

the Electoral Campaign in N.W. London tells
us he is convinced that such meetings will
achieve increased membership of groups,
which should mean bigger numbers of
workers for the Campaign. The Director of
the Electoral Campaign concurs.

-= SIX FOR SIXPENCE

G.K.'s WEEKLY
Edited by

G. K. CHESTERTON
EVERY THURSDAY PRICE SIXPENCE

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE
ARE OFFERING A

MONTH'S FREE SUBSCRIPTION
: : TO NEW READERS : :
SEND US YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS NOW AND YOU WILL
RECEIVE THE FIRST COpy

BY RETURN

G.K.'s WEEKLY
7/8 ROLLS PASSAGE. LONDON. E.C.4
Postal Subscription Ra.tes to an parts of the world:
One Year, 28/-; Six Months. 14/-; Three Months, 7/-

LAWRENCE HOUSE
45/46Lancaster Gate. London. W.2
Redecorated and Refurnished throughout
H. and C. Water. Gas Fires in all Bedrooms.

Comfortable Lounges with Coal Fires.
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: Full Board. From a 75. 6d. to £4 45. :
: Bed and Breakfast. Per Night 75. 6d. :. ,.~ ~
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READ the

ALBERTAN
The Only Social Credit Daily Newspaper
Published and with which is merged the
Alberta Social Credit Chronicle and which
has the full endorsationof the Alberta Social

Credit Government.
A completereport day by day of all Social
Credit activities and happenings in Alberta

and WesternCanada.
SubscriptionRates:

12 months, 325.; 6 months, r6s.; Weekly
Edition, 8s. per annum.

THE ALBERTAN,Calgary, Canada.

THE DOUGLAS
SOCIAL CREDIT

ADVOCATE
THE ONLY OFFICIAL DOUGLAS SOCIAL
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CANADA

$1.00 per year. Sample Copy 10e.
Address:

THE SIGNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Edson. Alberta. Canada.
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Announcements & Meetings
Notices will be accepted for this column at 6d .

• line. minimum three lines.
Belfast Douglas Social credit Group
Group Headquarters : 72, Ann Street

Office Hours: 2.30 to 5.30 and 7 to 10 p.m.
Public Lecture each Thursday at 7.45 p.m.
Bring or send that new "enquirer." Questions
and discussion invited.

Cardiff Social C:redit Association
Meeting at 10, Park Place, on Monday, March 16,

at 8 p.m. Mr. R. W. Hannagen will speak on
"Fallacies of Nationalisation." Chairman:
Mr. E. F. Moroney.

GJasgow Social Credit Association
Meetings each Wednesday at the Rooms, 200,

Buchanan Street. March II: A. F. Stewart,
"What is this Social Credit?"

Liverpool Social Credit Association
Meetings held in Reece's Cafe, 14, Castle Street,

first Friday each month, 7.45 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Miss D. M. Roberts, "Fern Lee,"

Halewood Road, Gateacre, Liverpool.
National Di~ldend Club

Electoral Campaign.
At all meetings time will be set aside for com-

ments, discussion, questions and answers, for
our mutual assistance in the Campaign.
Whether yet members or not, all are' welcomed.
The Campaign Supervisor invites enquiries
from all.

All enquiries should be addressed to the Honorary
Secretary: Capt. T. H. Story, 28, Ashburnham
Gardens, Upminster, Essex.

Sidmouth
Lieur.-Col. Creagh- Scott, D.S.O" will address a

meeting at the Winter Gardens, March 17, at
7.30 p.m. Offers of help in starting the earn-
paign to Mrs. A. A. Miller, Redwood Road.

"SIGHT-NOT GLASSES!"
DEFECTIVE VISION CAN NOW BE CURED

easily and rapidly by
THE NEW SCIENTIFIC METHoo)

A most interesting booklet explaining the
. nature, causes and cure of all ordinary forms

of defective vision will be sent free on request.
THE OCULAR APPARATUS COMPANY

Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street,
BIRMINGHAM, 2.
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THE TASK
OF HONOUR

Have

YOU
volunteered yet.

If not, flll in the form and send
it in TO-DAY. You will find I

J.. i~ .o~ .p~~e. ~9~ lit ,
A Demand For Government Typists
Qualify now. Rapid courses. Fees moderate.
Miss Kate Taylor, 524, Grand Buildings.,

London, W.C.2.

DO YOU BUY
YOUR TEA-
At the keenest prices ..nd yet help the Secret&riat?
If not. do you know that we pay p6rt 01 your
purchase price a.s e. donation to the funds? Is
not .. lack of funds holding up progress f

THEREFORE,
We ask for your co-operation by buying a necessity.
for which you pay less, and eleo make an indirect
contribution to the Cause.

PRICE LIST
Retail
Value

2/8
3/·
3/·
3/8

Your Wholesale
Price per lb.

"Special Blend" Indian and Ceylon 2/·
"Choice Ceylon" .. , .. , ... 2/2
Digestive Tips .. , .. , 2/6
Golden Tips ... .., ... ,.. 3/·
Flowery Orange Pekoe .. , 3/4

CHINA TEAS
, 3/'

4/-
3/6
4/-

.. ' 2/6
3/6

,.. 2/11
... 3/S
... 3/6
,.. 3/8

3/8
... 4/·
.. , 4/6

Good Keemun .
Finest Keemun .
Standard Ichang .. ,
Finest Ich6.ng... ... ...
Scented Orange Pekoe .. ,
Oolcng .. , .. , .. ,

4/6 Earl Grey Blend ... ..,
Good Lapsang Bouohong .. ,
Finest Lapsang Souohong ,..

PURE GROUND COFFEES IN VACUUM
SEALED TINS

2/8 Costa Rica and Kenya Blend ... 2/2
3/4 Costa Rica and Kilimanjaro Blend 2/6

TERMB,-!lb, of each 01 any two teae or cottees
sent carriage paid as 6. trial order only. lOlb.
orders carriage paid, smeller orders Bd, per-t
carriage; cash with order. Ma.rk all orders
"Social Credit."

I'MPORTANT NOTE,-A minimum 01 sa. per lb.
is paid to" the Secretariat on all, except trial,
orders. .

CHOTA HAZRI
TEA CO., LTO.

Te~ Importers
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SOME IMMINENT ECONOMISTS
By FrottiNo. I.-THE G.P.

DEREST Blew-penciller,
A most kindsome co-respondent from

Norfolks has dispatched me copies of local
paperings containing marvelious screech by
Sir George Paish. This gent-person is
inscribed as the noticed ecomicalist: and
really one cannot but consider him the Grand
Paish, so to speaking, of all these ecomicalists.
In a most far-stretching and paishonate
declamatory he argues that PEACE CAN
BE ATTAINED ONLY when governments
have lost their credits AND HAVE GOT
TO GO TO WAR again to get some more.

"Before the War," says George, "we sup-
plied other nations with [4,000 millions of
capital and every year [2,000 millions of
credit. 'The world was thus put together
financially, economically and politically."

Dere Sire, I am not competent for improv-
ing upon these able dissertions. Is it not
voluminable scriber Stoutfellow, indeed, who
intones, "Let me not to the mirage of true
minds permit intelligence"? And if all the
same the world is dissoluting into little peaces
nowadays, jnstead of putting together, what
for are the reasons?

Well, as Geo. says, "The power of Govern-
ments is limited, and the Governments of the
world are coming to the limit of their power
in borrowing credit."

Prior of the War, you see, old bally-chap,
we sold the whole world with credits quite
unlimitless; but, of course, power to use our
own creditings ourselves is' highly limited.
And rightly so. How can we have what
other chappies have borrowed, I ask?

"That is why Mussolini went to war. Even
if he conquers Abyssina, Italy will still be
impoverished. But he had to do something."

Any old thing, Editor-shove-halfpenny or
putting money on nobble horse-animal, or
something; but still something. So, of
course, he goes off all warful - being
Muscleeny by names and naturally.

"Hitler, too, is almost at the limit of his
credit. Rumour of a German war with
Russia is not an idle story."
I am not sure I am approving George's

grammar in this last remark, sire, but cer-
tainly the gizzards of him are only too
clarified. There you have it all in a nut-
head. War is sole creditable operations
remaining to menkind. And I agree.

In nobel Cunliffe Report-on Banks, of -1918
(6d., the Ahem Stationmaster's Office), it
says of our Government, the N.B.G. of war-
time davs:

"Suppose, for example, that in a given
week the Government require [IO millions
over arid above receipts from taxation and
loans from the publlc. They apply for an
advance from the Bank of England, which
by a book-entry places the amount required
to the credit of Public Deposits."

Now perhaps you see, Sirrah, to what we
are getting at, George Paish and I. It is the
direful necessitude of conducing

That has become sufficiently indubitable, I
hope, from what is fourgoing.

WAR FOR EVER,
say Frotti and Georgie, so as to cause credits
to flu' freely all over the cistern, by means
of book-entries, and keep the wheels of injury
turning fast. And if two such keen absurders
as me and Geo. say it, then it is quite all

.right.
Elsewhither, George says, "We must follow

the words of the Master, 'Bear ye one
another's burdens,''' and this, sire, was the
only quotations which I was unable to verify,
though I researched for it everywhere among
the bong mows of Montagu Norman. But
I should have supposed it would have been
more truthworthy to say, "Bear ye one'
another's burdens and your own, too, and
on top of that all those created by book-
entry," don't you think? But I don't sup-
pose Georgie himself knows where he got it
-one hears a good thing and uses it, I find,
often without never reading original works of
sources.

Local League, of Nature's Union 111

Sheringham was scene of these sage utter-
ances, sire, and he was warmly thanked by
some kernels and others for his nut able
remarks and helpful attributions to creating
World Pieces, But a distressful incident has
marred final procedures, old banana-Sunday,
and somewhat upset equilamity of meetings.
A most reactionable fellow, really, whose
name I gave in fulsomeness, Mister H. E.
Cousens, this gentlemen, if indeed that he
is, which Georgie and I think not, he had
shear inquisitiveness to ask if the trouble
was not actively financial, that is, to be

"attributed to a defect in the
monetary system." ,

Well, Bard-Johnny, of all the audacious-
ness! The less said for the betters, I think,
don't you, for it is of no use cringing over
.spilled milk, as Milk Board says. Georgie
very pomptly replied, "No, it is not financial,
it is entirely political."

And really he, indeed, should know. I
maintain, dear thing, are you not of same
opinings?

As he himself playfully asseverates,
''There is a company: in this country that

supplies all the gas to 100 munici~tles on
the .continent." . '

And he might have said to a hundred
League of Nature's Unions in this country
also, don't you' think, not to mention 615
constituencies? '

Yours humouringly,
FROTTl

P.S.-Georgie and I won Captain Storey's
Biscuit twice last week! We have' not yet
received it.
... Y..~....,..Y.Y.·.·.· ...w.Y.."J'''''.Y ••

~ 1\011 of 1!)enour ~
~ The following have reported their ~
.: Task of Honour completed ~

~ 10. W. A. CAWLEY London, E.16 ~
~ II. Mrs. K. CLARE London, N.2 ~
~ 12. J. W. BICKNELL Ventnor, I.W. ~
~ 13. H. V. GERMAN .:
,~ Bembridge,I.W. ~
..~ 14. F. C. SOUTH ;-

Erdington, Birmingham I.

15. P. H. G. SMITH Wimborne ~
~ 16. Mrs. E. GARNET Widnes "-
;to ~
•••••y .."J' ~.

A PERPETUAL WAR.
Nothing else would be of any usefulness.

URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR
CENTRAL HALL MEETING,
VOLUNTEERS TO SELL ,. SOCIAL
CREDIT."

Those willing to undertake this
important task are asked to apply
between 3.30 and 3.45 for supplies of
the paper at the literature stall in the
library at the Central Hall.

ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN
BELOW is the form Parliamentary electors are being asked to sign. Please read,

it carefully, sign (if you have not done so already) and send it (~d. stamp) to
The. Only Democrats, 163A, Strand, London, W.C.2. Volunteers to help in the
Campaign are wanted.

We Will Abolish Poverty
Elector's Demand and Undertaking

I. 1 k.now that there are goods in plenty, so that poverty is quite unnecessary.
z, I want, before anything else, poverty abolished. .
3· I want, too, national dividends distributed to me and every Briton so that we can buy

all we want of the goods that are now destroyed and the production that is restricted
4· These dividends must not increase prices or taxes or deprive owners of their property

or decrease its relative value.
5· In a democracy like Great Britain Parliament exists to make the will of the people

prevail.
6, So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who will undertake to support the abolition

of poverty and the issue of national dividends and to vote consistently against any party
trymg to put any other law-making before this.

7· If the present M.P. here won't undertake this 1 will vote for some other party and keep
on changing until my policy has been achieved.

Signed , : ..

Address , ' ,
(Signatures will be treated confidentially)

What to Read
THE WORKS OF MAJOR C. H. DouGLAs:-

Economic Democracy (4th Edition)
1934) , ... ... .•. ... 31· 6d.

The original statement at the
philosophy and proposals of Major
Douglas.

Credit-Power and Democracy (4th
Edition, 1934)... ... ... 31. 6d.

One of these two books is essential
for the serious student.

Social Credit (3rd Edition, 1933) ...
Contains the philosophical back-
ground of the subject and includes
the Draft Scheme for Scotland.

The Control and' Distribution of
Production (znd Edn., 1934) ...

Warning Democracy (2nd Edition,
1934) ... ... ... ...

Two collections of speeches and
articles treating the subject from
different angles.

The Monopoly of Credit ... ...
The latest technical exposition, and
includes the Statement of Evidence
before the Macmillan Committee.

These Present Discontents: The
Labour Party and Social Credit

The Nature of Democracy ...
The Buxton Speech.

The Use of Money ...
The Christchurch Speech.

Money and the Price System ...
The Oslo Speech (reduced price for
quantities).

Social Credit Principles ...

3s.6d.

31•6d.

31; 6d.

35•6d.

II. od.
6d.

6d.

I(i.
By OTHBRWRITBRS:-

The Douglas Manual, by Philip
Mairet ... ... ... ...

Economic Nationalism (jrd Edition,
1935), by Maurice Colbourne .

The Social Credit Pamphleteer .
Money in Industry, by M. Gordon
. Cumming ... ... ... .. .
Promise To Pay, by R. McNair

Wilson ... ... ... ...
The A.B.C. of Social Credit, by E.

Saze Holter .
Property, Its Substance and Value,

be Le Comte W. G. Serra '"
Life and Money, by Eirnar O'Duffy
Ordeal by Banking, by Allen Young
You and Parliament, by Dr. Tudor

Jones' .
What's Wrong With the World? by

G. W. L. Day... ... ... IS. od.
This Leads to War, by G. W. L. Day IS. od.
An Outline of Seeial 'Bn!dit-;---f:ty

H;M.M. ... ... ... ...

55.00.

35. 6d.
35. 6d.

3s. 6d.

35. 6d.

2S. 6d.

25. 6d.
2S. 6d.
2S. od.

IS. od.

6d.
Banking and Industry, by A. W.

Joseph ... ... ... ... 6d.
Introduction to Social Credit, by M.

Gordon Cumming ... ... '" 6d.
Poverty, Amidst Plenty, by C. F. J.

Galloway ... ... ... ... 6d.
Poverty Amidst Plenty, by the Earl

of Tankerville ... ... ... 6d.
Social Credit and the War on Poverty,

by the Dean ,.ofCanterbury ... 6d.
What is this Social Credit? by A. L.

Gibson ... ... ... ... 6d.
Short Papers on Money, by the

Marquis of Tavistock ... ... 6<1.
The B.B.C. Speech and The Fear
, of Leisure, by A. R. Orage... 6d.

The Sanity of Social Credit, by
Maurice Colbourne '" ... 6d.

The Soul of Man in the Age of
Leisure, by Storm Jameson ... 6d.

An Open Letter to a Professiona I
Man, by Bonamy Dobree ... 6d.

Social Credit and the Labour Party,
by Edwin Muir .. , ... 6d.

The A+B Theorem, by H.M.M. 6<1.
Why Poverty in the Midst of Plenty?

by the Dean of Canterbury... 4d.
The Abolition of Poverty, by R. S. J.

Rands 4d.
The Nation's Credit. by C.G.M.... 4d.
Economics for Everybody, by Elles Dee 3d.
The Remedy for the Farmer's Plight,

by Lt.-Colonel J. Creagh Scott ... jd,

The Douglas Theory and its Com-
munal Implications, by Fred Tait 3d.

Social Credit, by A. Hamilton
McIntyre, C.A. ... '.. .., 3d.

Bow To Get What You Want, by
G. W. L. Day and G. F. Powell ... 2U.

Why Tolerate Poverty? by W. H.
Wigley... ... '.. ... zd,

A Simple Outline of Douglas Social
Credit, by R. S. J. Rands ... rid.

(Or 5S. a hundred, post free.)
False Prophets and False Prcfits,. by

W. Adams... ... ... ... rd.
Postage extra.

Douglas Tartan Ties ......... 2S. 6d., post free
" " Scarves .. , 4S. 6d. "

Lapel Emblems (Badges) 4!d. "
From Publications Dept., SOCIALCREDIT,

163A,STRAND,\V.C.2.
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